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turns more to the north, north-east, and north. When the heavy 
and lollg-continued rains that we had during the cruise are taken 
into account, the testimony of the natives seems to be confirmed, 
that along thispart of the coast of New Guinea, just as in the 
Archipelago of the Moluccas, the south-east monsoon must be 
held to be the bad or rainy monsoon; the north-west, on the con- 
trary, for the good or the dry monsoon. This state of the weather 
iS thus the reverse of that which obtains on the great western isles 
of Sunda. 

" The observations taken on board the Triton respecting the rise 
and fall of the tide, and the currents along the coast and from the 
land, furnish the following results:-In the Princess Marianne 
Strait a regular risin; and falling of the water occurred, though 
once only in twenty-four hours, and making a diffierence generally 
of from 11> to 1i fathoms. From a series of careful observations 
made in the bay Oeroe Langoeroe, we learn that at full moon and 
new moon it is high-watler there at 8 minutes past l at noon, and 
low-water at 21 minutes past 7 in the evening. The fall is then 
2 m'etres. 

" This is, however, not the greatest difference between the rising 
and falling, for when the moon is in her quarters the difference 
amounts to 2 24. There is ebb twice in twenty-four hours, and flood 
twice; some irregularity tnay however be noticed, for occasionally 
hig;h-water lasts an hour longer than low-water, and the reverse. 
l'he current observed along the coast took the same direction as 
the then prevailing win(l; thus north-west, with a rate of about 
i mile, excepting svhere interrupted by water ISowing from the 
land, or by bends, banks, or islands. In the Princess Marianne 
Strait, where the course of the stream depends upon the curves 
in the banks, its speed was twice as great as itl the sea, and there- 
fore 1t miles." 

VIII.- - On the supposed l)iscovery, I)y Dr. E. K. Xane, U. S. 1v., 
of the lMorth Coast of Greenland, and of an Open Polar Sea, ice; 
as described in ' Arctic Explorations in t/ze yeaas 1853, 1854, 
1855. BY l)r. HENRY RINK, M.D., Inspector in Greenland for 
the Danish Government. 

Condensed from the Danish by Dr. SHAW. 
Read, April 12, 1858. 

THE author of the work above quoted, makes the following re?mark 
in the Introduction " tRhis book is not a record of scientific 
investigations;" and adds, that his aim has been to lsublish a 
narrative of the adventures of his fellow travellels, and that he 
has attempted very little else. Nevertheless, on perusing this 
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promised " simple story " of a lroyage, we find it embellished with 
stientific theories exten(lina far beyond the bounds of sucTl a 
narrative. As these speculations relate to a sul)ject, the exami- 
nation of which has occupied Ine during nine years, namely, the 
Physical Geography of Greenland, I feel called on to subject 
them to a somewhat closer inquiry. As his richly and elegantly 
illustrated work has awakened great sensation, nay even partly 
placed the other Polar expeditions in the shade, I am led to think 
that a cornmunication of my views respecting this matter will not 
be entirely without interest t() the Society. 

It is well known that the active and undaunted American travel- 
ler, Dr. Kane, tlnfortunately so early carried ofE, attempted, in the 
year 1853, to go farther north up Smith Sound, than Captain 
Inglefield, the year previously, had (lone; but that he only suc- 
ceeded in taking his ship a trifling distance farther t}lan Ingle- 
field; that he was then frosen in, lost his ship, and in the year 
1855 saved himself an(l party by returning, in boats, to the 
Danish colony of Upernivik. From hi3 two years' winter quarters 
in Van Renssellaer Bay, on the east side of the Sound, he, by 
the help of dog and drag sledges, undertook expeditions in dit- 
ferent directions, partly across to the American side, but nlainly 
along the coast, pursuing it northward, to find, if possible, the 
northern end of (iEreenland. 

What was (liscovered on these tours must be legarded as the 
real profit of the expedition, anel I will here confine myself to the 
two points uthich have cast the chief lustre over the expedition. 
Birst, that which concerns the unknowrl interior of Greenland, 
the glaciers and floating icebergs that issue thence, about which 
the author expresses hirnself on occasion of having discovered a 
glacier on the coast of Greenland, between (9? an(l 80? N. lat., 
to which he has given the name of Humboldt. Secondlt/, a sledve 
expedition undertaken by Morton (one of the ship's crew who it 
seems was steward), in conjunction with Hans, a Greenlander 
from Fiskernaesset; whereby they are said to have come to tile 
lnargin of an open sea which is presumed to occupy the whole 
region around the North Pole, and to be kept open by a branch 
of the Gulf-stream; and besicles this, to have discovered the most 
northern lands on our globe, which, according to their description, 
are likewise laid down on the chart and called " Victoria and 
Albert," " Washington," &;c., Lands. 

As regar(ls the first of these points, I must repeat what I have 
explained in my work on North (;reenland,* namely, how the 
whole of the innel mainland, regarded frotll the outel land, appears 
buried under one utliform covering of ice, which sen(ls its branches 

* ' De Danske Handelsdistrikter i Nordgronlaxld.' 
ltOL. XXVIII. T 
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down into all deep fiords; how these branches are pushed down 
into the sea, and yield annually larOe masses of ice in the form of 
floating icebergs or calves. The glacier discovered by Kane, 
M hicil he llas named " the great glacier of Humboldt*" an(l which 
has called fortl-l much admiration, even in urell known geo- 
graphical journals, has been represented as tE3e clownin^, pOillt of 
the discoveries made hy the expedition, but which is really nothinO 
more than what can be observed in the interior of most of the 
Greenland fiords, from the southernmost to the most northeln 
reached point. 

The reasoll why Kane has not had an opportunity to observe 
these, and that the one discovered by his expedition has therefore 
appeare(l to him so remarkable, lies in the sim)le fact, that such 
ice formations in general lie hi(l behind the numerous high islands 
and peninsulas, which almost form the outer coast of Greenland 
towards Davis Strait, anll which, with regard to snow aIld ice, 
do not show any other phenomella than the higher parts of the 
mountain chains of Europe. 

Now as the diffierent discovery-ships, that have sailed in search 
of the North-west Passage and of Franklin, have always rapidly 
hurried through Davis Strait, alld have only touched at one or 
other of the Danish (:olonies, it is no wonder that the numerous 
remarkable ice-fiords, which require a longer time to travel through 
and examine, have more or less escaped attention. Kane had 
thus either not seen these ice formations, or only had an occasion 
of seeing thenl from a great distance, before he came to the place 
where he was frozen in and had to pass two winters Humboldt 
glacier does not even seem to belong to the most remarkable 
among them, as even in the very southernmost of our Greenland 
districts, at Julianehaab, we have opportunities of observing just 
as remarkable phenomena of this kind. 

With respect to the second point namely, the 0X3en Folar Sea, 
discovered by RIorton the stewardv and the Greenlander Hans- 
the manner in which Morton's journey is described by Petersen,* 
the Dane, who accompanied the expedition as interpreter, seems 
to give a clearer picture of its result than that which Karle has 
sketched. 

This discovery of an Open Sea gives Wane occasion to make a 
comparison with other Polar expeditions, and he goes as far back 
as the days of Barentz in 1596, and " without referring to the 
earlier and more uncertain chronicles," lle snentions the Dutch 

* See vol. i. pp. 280-310. Petersen is a man well known to me. He was ap- 
pointed foreman in the trading service at Upernivik. His communications bear 
the full impression of truth, and are written in a clear and simple style, without 
boasting and self-praise, although he has been of great service to the expeditions 
that he accompanied as interpreter-viz. Penny's and Kane's. He is now serving 
with Capt. M'Clintock. 
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thale fisher3, Dr. Scoresby, Baron NVrangel, Captains Penny and 
Inglefield, and shows how they have all spoken about large open- 
ings in the ice around the North Pole. He shows likewise how 
these have all been found to be " illusory discoveries," and antici- 
pates the objection that " his own may one day pass within the 
same category" by extolling the far larger seale on which Azis 
Open Sea has been observed. Petersen confines his remarks on 
this subject to the followin,:: 

" The Greenlander, Hans, was sent after them with the dog-sledge in order to 
continue the joulney still farther tosards the N., and when he reached their 
sledt,e (i. e. a draa-sledge that had been sent out earlier), he and the steward 
Morton proceeded onwards. They reache(l the Sound of which the Esquimaux 
had spoken. This Sound was open; pr()bably cut up by the strong current 
they had observed there. It was, however, Midsummer, so that the sun had 
perhaps aided the current in getting away the ice. After this expedition no 
other such was attempted.'' * 

It is a known fact that here and there under the coast of North 
Green]and, places are found which, on account of the strong 
current, do not freeze, even in the severest winter, although the 
whole waters round them are covered with ice of two to four feet 
thick, and Kane himself remarks, that in the most rigorous cold 
he has found such stream-holes. As soon as the Spring com- 
menees these stream-holes expand themselves, as the ice in their 
Ileighbourhood is always thinner and sooner thawed, either above, 
by the sun, or below, by the under current. 

Now, as;Morton's expedition was undertaken at Midsummer, 
and as he found such an opening in the ice, not more than 90 miles 
from the place where they, the year before, had been able to 
navigate the vessel, and as there was an unusually strong current 
running in this opening, which just appeared where the Strait 
becaele smaller, nothing is more probable than that this opening 
was just such a stream-hole, in which opinion I must concur with 
Petersen, until stronger proofs be adduced in favour of the hypo- 
thesis of cln Open Polar Sea, kept open by a branch of the Gulf- 
Stream deflected from Nova Zembla to the Pole: a solution of 
a problem which has occupied Geographers since 1596, if not 
farther back, &c. &C.t 

Next, as to what concerns the lands that are said to surround 
this enigmatical Sea with a coast of 90 to 130 lniles in extent, 7hich 
Morton tneasured almost at a single glance, and which Kane has 
been able to lay down on his chart, even with an exact coast 
margin, adorned with celebrated names, and acc.ompanied in the 
text with correct statetnent3 of the heights of Mountains (Mount 
Parry), &c., &c., I must express a well founded doubt of the 
correctness of all this. 

* See ' Erindringer fra Polarlandene,' p. 92. 
t See Kane's ' Considerations,' vol. i. pp. 301-309. 

T 2 
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The ship, as stated, was frozen in on the coast of Greer- 
-land, in 78? 37' N. lat., in the beginlling of September, 1853. 
Of the expeditions that were serlt out the same Autumn Witll 

-boats or sledges, one reached, as presulned, 79? 50' N. lAt. along 
the same coast. In March, 1854, Dr. I?ane sent out a sle(lge 
expeditionj which was obliged to return without result; the ei^,ht 
travellers who took part sn it were in the greatest dan^,er of beint, 
frozen to death, three of them had a foot or toes amputated, and 
one died a few days after his return. Of the later expe(litions, 
the csne under Dr. Hayes was directe(l towards the opposite, or 
American coast, whicll he traversed to 79? 45' N. lat. under great 
sufferings from snow-blindlaess. 'I'he others kept under the coust 
of Greenland, and (lid not get farther than Humboldt glacier, 
or about 791? N. lat.; with the exception only of the one under- 
taken by Alorton and IIans, who, accorcling to their own state- 
nent, reached 81? 20' N. lat., from uhich point they supposed 
they had seen land as far as 82? 30' N. lat., these two members 
of the expedition alone came to the Owen water. The breadth of 
the whole vf the northernrnost part of Baffin Bay, thus explored, 
was from 8 to 16 geographical nliles between the coasts of Green- 
land and America.* 

After the first excursions in the vicinity of their winter quarters, 
attention was directly drawn to the great Humboldt glacier, an(l 
Kane had an occasion, one cle-ar day in April, to survey it closely; 
and then remarks.- 

" My notes speak simply of the ' lohg es er shilling line of cliff, diminished 
to a well-pointed n7edge in the perspectist ;' atd again, vf ' the face of glisten- 
ing ice sweeping in a long ctlrve frotrA the 10\5T interior, the facets in front 
intenseiy illuminated by the sun.' But this line of cliS rose in a solid 
glassy xvall, 300 feet aboxe the water-lel7el, with an unknown, vInfathomable 
depth below it; and its ctllxed face, 60 miles in length from Cape Agassiz to 
Cape Forbes, vanished irlto unknown space at not more than a single day's 
railroad travel from the Pole. 'The interior with which it communicated, and 
from which it issued, was an unsurveye(:l mer de glace, an ice-ocean, to the eye 
of boundless dimensions. 

" It was in full sioht the mighty crystal bridCe which connects the two 
continents of America and Greenland. I say tontinents; for Greenland, 
however insulated it may ultimately prox e to be, is in mass strictly continental. 
l'he least possible axis, meastlred fitom (Sape Farewell to the line of this glacier 
in the neighbourhood of the 80th )arallel, gives a lenCth of more than 1200 
miles, not materially less than that of Atlstralia from its northern to its 
southern Cape. 

" Imagine, now, the centre of such a continent, occtlpied thlough nearly its 
whole extent by a deep unbroken sea of ice, that gathers perennial increase 
from the waterparting of vast snow-covered mountains, and all the precipitations 
of the atirlosl)here upon its own surface. Imaoine this, Inoving onward like a 
great glacial river, seeking outlets at every fiord and valley, rolling icy 
cataracts into the Atlantic an(l Greenland seas; and, having at last leached 

* See vol. i. pp. 225-228. 
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the northern limit of the land that has borne it up, pouring otlt a miahty 
frozelr torrent into unkIlown Arctic space. 

" It is thlls, and only thus, that we must fornl a just conception of a 
phenomenon like this great glacier. I had looked in my own mind for sllch 
an appearance, should I ever be fortunate enotlCh to reach the rlorthern coast 
of Greenland. But now that it was before me7 I could hardly realize it. 

" I had recoanized, in my quiet library at home, the beautiful analogies 
which Forbes and Studer have developed between the glacier and the river. 
But I could not comprehend at first this complete substitution of ice for 
water. It was slowly that the conviction dawned on me, that I was looking 
on the counterpart of the great river-system of Arctic Asia, and America. 
Yet, here were no water feeders from the south. Every particle of moisture 
had its origin within the Polar circle, and had been converted into icet There 
were no vast alluvions, no forest or anitnal traces borne down by liquid 
torrents. Here was a plastic, moving, semi-solid mass, obliteratinC life, 
swallowinC rocks and islands, and ploughing its way with irresistible luarch 
tllrough the crust of an investina sea*" 

As Rane, in this section of his work, just expatiates upon the 
nature and quality of the whole of Greenland and its unknown 
interior, it is chiefly at this place that I must refer to my pre- 
viously cited work; in the first section of which at page 10, I 
have treated on the extension of the land-ice, and the origin of the 
floating icebergs. But as the subject is rather coznprehensive, I 
will here confine myself to the following remarks: 

'l'he interiorv with which the glacier stood in conllection) was: 
"an ice-ocean, to the eye, of boundless (limension3." lnhat 
this ice-ocean could not be overlooked at that place certainly does 
not signify mucl-l with re^,ar(l to its extent; but fartiler on, he 
remarked that it occupies the whole centre of Greenland, right- 
down to Cape Farewell. Now, from what source does the author 
know this, as he only cites a few places, quite in the neighbour- 
11ood of ilis winter harbour, where he has followed the margin of the 
inland ice, and had never been in the Sords of Greenland, between 
Upernivik and (Jape Farewell? I for my part have employed 
8 years in exalninin to what degree tile interior was covered with 
ice, by pursuing it fiom fiord to fiord, and nesrertheless I have 
been ouliged to confine myself to conjecture, mrith regard to many 
extensive tracts that lie between these fiords, and my own 
explorations in this direction, must, as we shall see, be supposed 
to have been unknourn to him. In the account of ilis first voyage,* 
he says of the Omenak fiord, that he could see into its mouth 
whilst sailing up tlle Strait; that its interior had Dever yet been 
explored, and that there was great probability that it passed right 
tllrougl-l the country to the Atlantic Ocean. But if we admit this 
central ice-ocean as existing, what does it then signify ? that this 
ice-ocean moves like a great ice-river (from south to north?), 
rolling catalacts of ice out to both sides in the Atlantic and Green- 

* ' Grinnell E;pedition,' 1854, p, 53. 
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land seas, Imtil it reaches the northern boundary of tlle country, and 
there pours forth a mighty frozen stream, Humboldt glacier, in 
that unknown Arctic space ? I cannot follow the author in his 
bold flig;ht over the icy desert of Greenland, and still less can I 
coneeive that he, in all this, only sees a confirmation of what be 
had already earlier foreseen in his own mind, if he " should ever 
be fortunate enough to reach the nortldern coast of Greertland," 
that which he presumes to have discovered on this expedition. 
The reality is, that wherever one attempts to proeeed up the 
fiords of Greenlan(l, the interior appears eovered with iee; but 
there is no rea30n whatever to assume that this applies to the 
central part of the country, in whiell one, on the contrary, just as 
well may assume that there are high mountain-ehains, which pro- 
trude partly from the iee. A remarkable movement is found ill 
this ice-luass; but this is so far from having a kind of main direc- 
tion after the eentral axis of the land towards the Humboldt glaeier, 
that this arm of the ice, on the eontrary, seems to belong to those 
that are in a le3s degree of motion, whereas the greatest ageney 
takes place around Jakobs-havn iee fiord, Omenak fiord, and 
others. itarther, this movement ean only be measured by the 
masses of iee that pass annually out of these fiolds, and of vehich 
orle ean onltT obtain a tolerable coneeption by remaining for a 
lon^, time at the mouths of the fiords. These ice-fiords point 
out probably the rivers of the original land, now buried under iee. 
Whereas no conclusion can be drawn from the ice itself and the 
appearance of its btanches that go down to the sea, for it is alm()st 
quite uniform everywhere, from Julianehaab to Upernivik. 

The author, in coneluding his remarks, says it was first when he 
saw LIumboldt glacier that Forbes's and Studer's idea of the like- 
ness between the glaeier and the river began slowly to dawn on him; 
but the same species of glacier, whieh these eelebrated naturalists 
have examined on the Alps and in lSTorway, is found in many plaees 
on outer-Greenland, or what I would call iee-free Green]and. 
These Kane had seen at Di3ko, near Upernivik, aild other places, 
before he reached " Humlsoldt glacieI." In ordel to examine 
its signification in eomparison with the rest of tlle branches of inland 
iee, he must have made observations and ealculations of how many 
ieeherg3 it annually yiel(led to the sea, as from its appearanee he 
could seareely folm any opinion. By seeing such a branch of 
inland ice, on aeeount ot tlle ulaiform iee-plateau whence it issues, 
one gets a smaller impression of its similality with a river tllan by 
seeing the Alpine glaeiers and the glaeiers on the outer eoast of 
Greenland, as these just fill up clifts uhich-to judge from their 
form-must be be(ls of uatercourses. Those arms of inland ice, 
which send scarcely any ice into the sea, show, on the contrary, 
about the same appearanee as those that send out annually tllou- 
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sands of millions of cubic feet of ice into the sea, and thel efore 
must be supposed to be maintained by river territories of many 
hundred geographical square miles. 

I now proceed to examine its signification as a sort of collnecting 
link between Greenland and the American continent. Dr. Kane 
says " it was in full sight the mighty crystal bridge WhiCtl COTl- 

nects the tw-o continents of America and Greenland ;" anci after- 
wards, in a note, " I have spoken of Humboldt glacier as connecting 
the two continents of America alld Greenland. The expression 
requires explanation, &c." Difficult as it is to understand, Dr. 
Sane seems to mean that Greenland is separated from, and there- 
fore half connected with, the Arctic-American Archipelago by a 
less broad Sound, beyond Humboldt glacier. 

Petersell says, that Kane himself would have undertaken an 
excursion to the north in the middle of April, 1855, but that he 
could not get the Esquimaux to accompany him, as they would 
only go bear-hunting around the ice-cliSs near Humboldt glacier, 
and thus Kane was only absent 2A hours on this tour. Kane 
says that as he could not reach the Open Mrater, he sought compen- 
sation in a closer examinatiotl of the great glacier, of which he 
now agaill takes occasion to give a lively description, concluding 
with the following allusion to the previously-mentiolled idea of the 
connection between Greenland and America:- 

" Thus diversified in its aspect, it stretches to the north till it bouIlds upon 
the new land of Washinta,ton, cementina into one the Greenland of the Scandi- 
navian Vikint,s and the Anaerica of Columbus." 

In the earlier sections there is spoken of the extension and move- 
ment of the inland ice: here is specially mentioned the manner in 
which the floating icebergs tear themselves loose from that side 
which goes out to the sea the calvi71gs, as they are called in the 
ice-fiords. None of those engaged in the expeelition had had an 
opportunity to make direct observations in these respects. In 
order to obtain the necessary prospect, Kane climbed up " oIle of 
the highest icebergs," whilst his fellow-travellers rested themselves. 
From here he meant lle could see that 

" The indication of a gleat propelling agency seemed to be jllSt commencing 
at the time I svas obserina it." 
It appeare(l to him as if the split-of lines of the fast land ice, 
whicll signify the beginninO of the loosenint,, were evidently about 
to extend thelnselves. As the calvi)lg, however, did not follow, 
Kane confines himself to remark respectillg it- 

" ReCarded upon a larCe scale, I am satisfied that the iceberg is not disen- 
gaCed by deDclele, as I once stlpl?osed. So far fionz falling into the seab broken 
by its weiCht from the parent glacier, it rises from the sea." 

He next adds that 
" The idea of icebergs being discharged, so universal among systematic 
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writers alld so recently admitted by himself, seems now to him at variance with 
the re^,ulated and progressive actions of nature." 

By this I conclude that Dr. Kane had not seen my work on North- 
Greenland, or, at all events, that part of it which treats of the ex- 
tension of the land-ice and the origin of the floating icebergs, and 
wherein it states- 

" But from what has been already mentioned, it must be evident that the 
icebergs naust not be considered as breaking loose and falling down from ple- 
cipices; one might rather say that they lift themselves," &c. &c. 

That Iiane did not know this is cert3inly very striking to me 
as the literature which treats of the glaciers of the Polar lands, 
and especially tilose of- Greenland and tlle origin (,f the icebergs, 
is not great. Dr. Kane had sought information respecting the 
nature of the country in our Danish colonies, and as my above- 
mentioned work is cited in his own? if not by himself, still 
by his asDistant, Charles Schott, in the Appendix XIII., p. 426.* 
He says also, at page 1of), that tlle height of the ice-wall at the 
nearest point was al)out 300 feet, measureel from the water's edge. 
As a consequence thereof the floating icebergs, which lay before it 
and were detached from this ice-wall, must have been, on the 
average, above 300 feet, if they should be imagined as formed by 
an elevation during the time of being detached. 

I have accurately measured many frozen icebergs, particularly in 
the winter, on Omenak fiord, and I have thereby come to tlle result 
that the common height of the larger ones, and especially of those that 
may be suppo3ed to lie, in some measure, in the original position 
which they had had after tIleir breaking loose, was somewhat more 
than 100 iet. I have also measured them as high as 150 feet, and 
I have seen some that I should estimate at 200 feet high; but tElis 

was when there were points or edges that had come to jut upwards 
by tlle mighty ice-block having turned and changed its position in 
the water. That the whole of the collected mass of icebergs before 
the Humboldt glacier should have been considerably more than 
300 feet in height generally the highest, consequently, even 
500 feet I can certaillly not disprove; but I must strongly 
doubt. 

We now come t to the remarkable sledge expedition of Morton 
and Hans, on which they first passed the whole exterior margin of 
the great glacier, with the icebergs lying before, and those torn 
from it an(l floating about; they then drove farther towards tlle 
nortb, found the ice more and more unsafe, and were at last inter- 
rupted by the Open Sea, when they drove some distance along the 
shore, and lastly Morton went alone on foot as far as he could to 

+ ASee also Journal of Royal Geographical Society, ttol. xxiii. p. 14$.-ED 
t See sol. i, pp. 280-310 of Kane's Work. 
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obtain a survey of the navigable water farther towards the north. 
'rlle whole journey, from the moment they saw the Open Sea until 
they were compelled to return, after a very difficult passage, during 
which tisey were also bear-hunting, lasted only tbree days, or bom 
the 21st to the 24th of June. 

AYhat Morton saw in these three days is the foundation for the 
w-hole theory of Ikane's Open Polar Sea, and whatever stanlls in 
conllection therewith. Kane gives us this account with his own 
explanations, and in a separate Appendix he has communicated 
Morton's own journal. It is stated that this man had instruments 
with him to determine the geographical positions. As far as I 
can judge from the cllart, as laid down in the first volume, and 
from the Appendix No. VI., * more than 20 points of longitude and 
latitude are determined by him on that toilsome iourney beyond 
the Humboldt glacier, besides the numerous points on the opposite 
coast to wllich they (lid not come, alld which, tllerefore, ap)ear to 
be laid dowll only after bearings. 

Wlsen I collsider the great haste required t) reach the farther- 
most point towards the north, alld to return before the ice broke 
up, the very difiicult and toilsome passage throug;h deep snow, over 
openings, the most trackless ice-walls, &c. &c., l cannot sufficiently 
admire Morton's dexterity in attending at the sarne time to these 
observations which require so much repose and accuracy. 

The travellers drove past the floating icebergs tllat were torn 
loose from the glacier alld lay piled up before it. Several reasons 
are adduced to sllow that it could be aseertained that they were 
formed or torn loose very recently, as they had a fresh shining 
surface and no projecting foot under the water. It iss howenTer 

especially from the accounts given of this place, that I conclude 
that the Hllmboldt glacier does not belong to the most active of 
the inland ice-stream3 of North-Greelllan(l. l'he icebergs lay 
only a few Danisll miles out from the fast land ice, and one must 
consider that they have perhap3 taken several years to be filled up, 
as all the navigable water3 thereabout were frozen; they could 
scarcely come out any ottser way than towards the south, ansl this 
passa8e perhaps opens only now and then in different years. The 
great is e-fiords that are known in North-Greenland are annually 
cleared of great masses of ice, that are driven to sea. If this were 
riot the case, the inner nflvigable waters would soon l)e stopped up, 
and the itacessantly-propelled land-ice extend itself ox er the sur- 
rounding land. 

After having passed the icebergs, they came to the place where 
tlle sea-ice on svhich they drove became thinner and thinner, so 
that the dogs trembled, and at last tlley durst not drive f:arther on 

* The ast7yonomical observatioIls obtailled by Morton are three meridiorlal 
altitudes of the sun.-ED. 
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it, but sought the land, or rather the firmer iceqdge that lay imme- 

diately along the shore. At last the ice gave place for quite open 

water, and here it is stated, at page 28S, that- 
" The tide was rllnning very fast; the ice-pieces of heaviest draught foated 

by nearly as fast as the ordinary walk of a man, and the surface-pieces passed 

them much faster, at least four knots." 

Kane has already given an excellent (lescription of a stream- 

hole; but had it been the nlargi.n of the Open Sea moved by the 

swell, the ice would have kept its thickness, at least. to some 

extent, just as one approached it, but it would- have been broken, 
screved up, and thus lnore or less in drift. In short, such a margin 

of ice is cut of sharper, with resnect to thickness, whereas a suc- 

cessive transition from ice to water is found around a stream-hole, 
for which reason it is so dangerous to approach such places. The 

above-mentioned tide-streatn of four knots is even so strong, that 

one (particularly as it was in a pretty large sound, and not in a 

narrow pass of some few yards in breadth) can already conclude 

that in such a place no ice would be able to hold in the month of 

June, even to a considerable circumference. Even farther up 

Morton observed that the ice-pieces drifted at the rate of fol;Lr 

niles an hour, and that the stream varied first from north to sotlth 

and then from south to north, just as is the case everywhere in the 

inner navigable waters along the coast of Greenland, originating 
from tlle ebb and flood. (See vol. ii., p. 376.) 

The last-mentioned observation was made by Morton on the 

22nd of June, consequently there was not until that moment the 

most remote rea30n to suppose an Open Polar Sea. The Sound 

had likewise a (lirection north, and there was thus no sign whatever 

that the coast under which they found themselves turned towards 

the east, or that they found themselves at tAle end of Greentand. 
NVe will now consider the adventures of the two followinO days, 

after Morton's own description (vol. ii., pp. 377, 378). These ad- 

ventures form tlle main foundation for the ideas about the end of 

Greenland-tlle Open Polar Sea the Gulf-stream, which warms 
up the Pole the solution of that problem which hAs occupied the 

geographical world since 159G, &e. &c.; and with these must stand 
or fall the whole of that splenelid building, of which IZane has 

sketched a drawing in vol. i., pp. 301-.309. 
On the 23rd of June MoIton and Hans started, but not before 

noon, in consequence of a continued gale from the north, I)ut 

after driving about 6 English miles tlley found the ice along the 

coast (luite broken up and impassable. They therefore made a 

halt with the sledge, and undertook a journey on foot, but returned 
and encamped by the sledge. 

The following day, the 24th of June, they started on foot very 

earl in the mornig; their intention was to come past a high 
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cape, behind which there was still hope that they could get a free 
prospect towards the east, and thus see tize end of Greenland. 
After a very toilsome wandering, as they were sometimes obliged 
to crawl over clids and sometimes to spring over loose floating 
pieces of ice, they fell in with a she bear and her cub, which they 
killedX and then boiled a strengthening dish of the flesh on the 
spot, as they found some plants and a piece of a sledge, whereof 
they made a fire. As yet nothing was discovered that could lay 
the foundation to the above nauled theories, and nevertheless all 
was to be attained before the following day. On account of the 
importance of the event:3 that occurred between, I will give 
Morton's statement, as it will be found in the place cited:- 

" After this delay (the bear-hunting) we started in the hope of beinC able 
to reach the Cape to the north of us. At the very lower end of the bay there 
was still a little old fast ice over which we went without following the curve 
of the bay up the fiord, which shortened our distance considerably. Hans 
became tired, and I sent him more inland where the travelling was less 
laborious. As I proceeded towards the cape ahead of me the water came again 
close in-shore. I endeavoured to reach it, but found this estremely difficult 
as there were piles of broken rocks rising on the cliffs in many places to the 
heiCht of 100 feet. The cliSs above these were perpendicular, and nearly 200() 
feet high. I climbed over the rubbish, but beyond it the sea was washinC the 
foot of the cliSs, and, as there were no ledges, it was impossible for me to 
advance another foot. I was much disappointed, because one hour's travel 
would have brollCht me round the cape. The knob to which I clitnbed was 
over 500 feet in height, and from it there was not a speck of ice to be seen. 
As far as I could disceln the sea was open, a swell coming in from the north- 
ward and rutlning crosswise, as if with a small eastern set. The wind was 
due north enough of it to make white caps and the surf broke in on the 
roclis below in regular breakers. The sky to the north-west was of dark 
rain-cloud, the first that I had seen since the bria was frozen up. Ivory gulis 
were nesting in the rocks above me, and out to sea were mollemoke and silver- 
backed gulls. 'llhe ducks had not been seen north of the first island of the 
channel, but petrel and gulls hung about the waves near the coast." 

" Jsne 25.-As it was impossible to get around the cape I retraced my 
steps," &c. &c. 

WVith this, the exploration of the open Polar Sea,* and the farthest 
lands on our globe, was ellde(l. Morton felt hilnself disapp()inted 
in not being able to come past that terrible Cape, which hid his 
prospect tovvards the east. I, for my part, was not disuppointed 
on readinO that such a hindrance arose before him. I know it 

* With reference to the latitude of the northernmost point reached hy Morton, 
he states in his Journal, p. 378, vol. ii., " We arrived at our camp where we had 
left the sledge at 5 P.M., having been absent 36 hours, during which time we had 
travelled twenty miles due north of it. June 26th.-Before starting I took a 
meridian altitude of the surI.'' This observation is worked at page 388 in the 
same solume, where the result appears as .. .. .. 80? 20' i" 

Add 20 miles according to the above remark .. .. 20 0 

Latitude ofthe farthest point reachedby Morton .. 80 40 2 
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froln sad experience, as I, during three consecutive winters, have 

followed the windinD coasts of North Greenland in dog sledges, 

in order to lay them down on Iny chart. I know these bewitched 

pOillts which continue to shoot forth when one thinks one is at the 

end of an island, these elldless promontories uhich olle must come 

past before one can reach the right promontory, and can turn 

round; these hills-these eternal tops- that shoot up when one 

ascends the cliSs, before one reaches the right top, whence one can 

have the wished-for prospect. I have passed llalf a day thus only 

to get the wished for general view over one single fiord-arm, an(l 

that esen sometimes in 0rain. Bshat must it then not be, when 

one on an afternoon, and on foot, seeks to reach tile unknown end, 

to use Kane's own vfords, of a " whole little Continent ? " 

VVe will now return to Kane's representation, and, on account 

of its considerable extent, confine ourse]ves to inquire into the 

most important conclusions, thrnuC,ll wllich he comes to SIlCh great 

results from the facts communicated above. 

pr. Kane remarks in several places, that althougb it blew a 

strong and almost stornly north wind during those days when 

Morton trantelled along the opcn water, there came only some few 

half-dissolved pieces of ice drifting from the north, and at last 

none at all. 'rllis shows, if one will dlaw any conclusion what- 

ever from it, that the navigable water, a good way frorn the 

mouth of the narrow pass, in which the stream was so extremely 

lapid, had been ccovered with still yood tvinter ice. For if it were 

really on the border ofthe open sea one might expect to find 

much loose drift-ice between the margin of the fast ice ovel svi}ich 

they had driven, and the quite open sea; and there was a great 

probability that such drift-ice must appear and press OI1 durizlg 

a continued north wind. A sudden beginning of a perfectly ice- 

free sea is scarcely to be imatined 
An impol tant criterion whereby to judge if one has open water, 

is the ground-s2rell of the sea. This is seen at Julianehaal, wllen 

the ice frorn the east coast is expected in the .sprin^. To look 

after the ice itselffrom Ilills of some hundred feet in height is 

not of much use, for if it be first in sight it is al30 very neaI, 

and in a short time is on land. But in general one can know it3 

proximity by tile cessation of the ground-swell several days before- 

hand. 'rO observe this with certainty the weather must be quite 

still, for the swell svhicTl even a comluon wind produces make3 the 

observation uncertain. Kane adduces tl-le swell ancl surge as 

proofs of the Open Polar Sea; but as it is expressly stated that 

it blew almost a stor m the whole time, the effiects of such a storm 

on an open surface of the sea, of possibly 20 or 30 miles in extent, 

are sufficient to make the presumed observation perfectly invalid. 
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Still more uncePtain does the observation of Morton appear to me, 
tilat the swell caused by tlle wind from the north, which he pretends 
to have remarked from the Artherrnost point of land, was acted on 
by arlother swell frotn the east, behind that Cape which concealed 
the end of Greenlalld and the beginning of the great Polar Sea 
from his *Jiew. 

A thirtl fact which Kane axlduces in favour o35 his theoly of 
the Polar Sea, is the increasing abundatce of allirnals and plants 
in the district to the north vf the glacier. It is mentioned in 
particular that seals and sea-fowl were seen in great nunlbers in) 
as well as around the neigllbourhood ofj tlle open water. Pading 
ever the more ctlrsorily touched observation3 that the birds flew 
in an eastern direction behind the oft-mentioned Cape which 
Morton could not come pa-st, I shall only remalk that 1, on the 
contrary, regard that flocking together of sea animals and birds 
as a sign of o7ze sinqZe opening iwz the sea, the rest of which was 
covered with ice. Such openings are Just characteristic gathering 
places br seals and sea-fowl. Nor dv the plants which tlle 
Green'ander Elans is said to have seen, but no specimens of 
which were collected, and which, froon his bare description, are 
determined and inserted with I.atin names of their genera and 
s,necies at page 462, appear to afford any weighty proof of the 
Open Sea antl arl increasing miltlness of climate towards the North 
Pole. 

I nonv come to the real question, the A.nob to svhich Morton 
climbed when he could not come farther, and from which he, " as 
far as he could discern," found the sea Open. He says that it 
was over 500 feet in height, though he likewise retnarks that the 
cliis around, to a height of 100 feet, which were difficult to reach, 
were quite perpendicular. As far as I can make out, this is the 
samepoint towhichKane,at page 299,;ives a height of 300 
feet; at page 305, of 480 feet; and lastly, at page 307, where he 
coznpares it with the points from thich former expeditions are 
supposed to have seen the open sea, of 580 feet. How this ̂ 7ery 
doubtful heigllt was measured, is IlOt mentioned, and yet it is 
from this position tE2at the size of the surveyed open space is to be 
given. Nor have I been able to find due information of how clear 
the air was, nor where the sun mas at that time. Morton speelks 
of a dark rain-cloud in the N.W.; and a del;neation of tle open 
sea, with Mortoll in the f)reground, "from descriptiosl," as it is 
callell, is also given at page 307. But with the exception of a 
nlysterious round body bathing one half in the sea, I)ut wilicll 
cannot be the SUl1 at this season of the year, a long way above 
the horizon, es-en at mitlnight, one sees nothing but the sea 
bounds bordering the horizon. Neither is it quite cleal in wl-lat 
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direction the oft-mentioned Cape concealed the prospect towards 
the east. We see the coast-line on the chart broken abruptly off 

by the farthest point tXizat Morton saw. A\Je ou#;ht to have the 
necessary irlformation about all these questions in order to judge 
of the correctlless of the calculations by which Kane, at page 302, 
came to the result, that lAIorton could see from his " lexok-out " to 
a distance of 36 miles, and that he had consequently surveyed an 
Open Sea of more than 4000 square miles. Every one acq,uaitlted 
with the nature of " looking 071t " after ice will admit the folly of 
determinin? with certainty, by sight alone, bom a height of 
some femr hundred feet, that flat ice is not to be found on the 
sea in the farthest margin of the horizon, or at a distance of 36 
miles. If even, as I much doubt, it could be possible, under very 
favourable circumstances, to discover it at such a distance if it 
were there, it however becomes arl impossibility to determine 
its alesence with certainty. If we now remember that the part of 
the sea which Morton had alrea(ly passed, after he left the Hum- 
boldt glacier, was kept open by the strong curreilt, that this 
stream-hole must be regarded as one of the most unusual on 
account of its breadth, and that it is not at all decided if this strong 
current did not continue past Cape Jeffierson, on which he stoo(l, 
it appears probable that such a stream could continue its thawing 
activity far past this point; and even if it were correct that there 
had not been ice 36 miles out before this channel-opening, there 
is, howevel, no reason to seek such distant causes as those Yvhich 
the author has assigned in order to explain tllis phenomenon in 
another manner. Shoul(l there really be an open Polar basin in 
the summer, or at certain other periods, there i3 at all events no 
reason to suppose that this Open Sea llad been reached by this 
exr)edition. 

In conclusion, let me touch on tlle coasts discovered on this 
expedition, as represented on the chart at the beginning of the 
first volume. They who know how deceptive it is to lools at the 
configuration of such high mountains at a distance from the sea, 
how all melts together, islands are taken for continents, promon- 
tories for islands, an(l deep spacious fiords and sounds quite dis- 
appear, will certainly agree with me in admiring the boldness 
with mhich the opposite coast, from Cape John Barrow to Mount 
Parry, an extent of more thatl two degrees of latitude, which they 
approached at the very nearest, at a distance of 2o to 40 miles, 
is found marked out on the sai(l map as a clearly defined con- 
necting shaded line, making only a little curve towards the east, 
in order to limit the Open Polar Sea, and, as if to receive the 
Gulf-stream, sai(l to flosv fiom Nova Zembla, and lead it down 
through Smith Strait to Baffin Bay. The heights of the mountains, 
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according to the guessed distances, are on the other hand just as 
rernaskable as deterTnining the distances without knowing the 
heights of the mountains. 't'he farthest mountain-top that Morton 
saw-"the most remote northern lnd knoten ur)On 02tr globe"- 
has l)een put at 25()() to 3()00 feet, and 100 miles from l\1orton's 
last station. Notwithstanding this great distance Morton saw 
hosvever that the top was bare, and that it mas striped veltically 
with projecting ledges. Beyond this ultima Thule, about 60 to 
80 miles from Morton's farthest station, and as it seems partly 
behind the Cape which stopped his view, is indicated " open sea." 
Had Morton only patsed round his Cape he woultl possibly have 
seell fresh capes shooting forth incessantly until he reached Mount 
Parry, which might have been thus connected by a neck of lan(l 
with Greenland, and again on the other side large bays and 
sounds might have opened themselves on the American side and 
broken of the line now so nicely laid down on his map. 

I have thus exhausted the most important points respecting 
these discoveries, which are represented as the crownirlg glories of 
the expedition. These Polar expeditions were dispatched for the 
discovery of the North-\NTest Passage and of the remains of the 
Franklin Expedition, and both these prob]ems have been solved 
by British enterprise. So far as they fall short of the finding the 
remains of Franklin or of the North-West Passage, they do not 
promise axly advantages that can in any way answer to the means 
and efforts they demand. 

Dr. Iiane has undeniably gone beyond what he promised in 
his preface, namely, to give a simple narrative of the adventures 
of his party; and he has hereby, in my humble opinion, injured 
more than benefited his work; and the numerous really interesting 
and remarkable elucidations concerning the nature of North Green- 
land, obtained by immense labour and rare efforts, are thereby in 
a manner cast in the shade. Every one who interests himself for 
the Al ctic regions will, in Kane's work, find valuable contributions 
to their description. Let me, among others, especially point out 
the description of the mode of life of the inhabitants of those 
northern regions; the remarkable abundance of walruses, bears, 
and other animal life; the observations on the growth of plants, 
and on tile temperature, as well as those respecting the formations 
of ice on sea and land, &c. &c.* 

* See " Proceedings " R. G. S., vol. ii. pp. 195 and 359, also vol. iii. ED. 
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